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(54) A CONNECTION DEVICE FOR CONNECTING TOGETHER TWO PIECES OF GAS-INSULATED 
EQUIPMENT

(57) The invention concerns a connection device
(10) for connecting together two pieces of gas-insulated
equipment,
the connection device comprising a first flange (12) and
a second flange (14),
a first tubular sleeve (16), a second tubular sleeve (18),
characterized in that the connection device (10) further

comprises an annular bushing (20) which connects in
leak-tight manner the free ends (16a, 18a) of the two
tubular sleeves (16, 18) and in that
said bushing (20) is slidably linked with the free end (16a)
of the first tubular sleeve (16) and is articulated with the
free end (18a) of the second tubular sleeve (18) by a ball
joint connection.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The invention relates to a device for connecting
together two pieces of gas-insulated equipment.
[0002] The invention relates more particularly to a con-
nection device making it possible to compensate for pos-
sible defects in positioning and aligning one piece of
equipment relative to another.

PRIOR ART

[0003] An electrical installation for transporting high
voltage electricity comprises several pieces of equipment
connected to one another. In particular, such a piece of
equipment comprises one or more electrical components
that are arranged inside a metal casing. Electrical insu-
lation between the components and the casing is provid-
ed by a dielectric gas.
[0004] The electrical equipment may comprise equip-
ment for transporting energy, comprising one or more
electrical conductors arranged in a tubular sleeve, or a
power transformer comprising a leak-tight tank contain-
ing the electrical components and the dielectric gas.
[0005] Pieces of equipment are electrically connected
to one another via openings made in their outer casings,
i.e. in the above-described example, the tubular sleeve
and the tank. These openings are connected together in
leak-tight manner and one or more electrical connection
components pass through them.
[0006] Different kinds of equipment are manufactured
with various dimensional tolerances and are designed to
operate under specific temperature conditions. Also, a
power transformer is an equipment of considerable vol-
ume and weight (greater than 100 (metric) tons (t)) in
comparison with equipment for transporting energy.
[0007] Thus, it is particularly complex to accurately po-
sition the openings of their casings relative to each other.
[0008] In order to limit costs and excessively complex
manipulations that make it possible to obtain good posi-
tioning of the pieces of equipment relative to each other,
provision may be made to connect the two openings to-
gether by means of a connection device suitable for com-
pensating for defects in relative positioning.
[0009] A first type of connection device is constituted
by two flanges, each being intended for connection to a
flange associated with a piece of equipment. Each flange
of the connection device includes openings that are ob-
long, thereby making it possible to compensate for a de-
fect of axial alignment with the associated flange.
[0010] The two flanges of the connection device are
also positioned in two planes that are perpendicular so
as to be able to compensate for defects in positioning in
all directions. A rigid tubular element is arranged between
the flanges so as to connect together internal volumes
of the two casings in leak-tight manner.
[0011] Such a type of connection device does not how-

ever make it possible to compensate for defects in ori-
entation of pieces of equipment relative to one another.
Also, the cost of manufacturing and installing that con-
nection device is relatively high.
[0012] Another type of connection device also com-
prises two flanges, each being intended for connection
to an associated opening in a piece of equipment, the
flanges being connected to each other by means of a
flexible sleeve.
[0013] The connection device also comprises means
for positioning the two flanges relative to each other so
that their relative positions correspond to the relative po-
sitions of the two flanges associated with the pieces of
equipment to be connected together.
[0014] According to a first embodiment, those relative
positioning means comprise a structure, or rigid cage,
that is fastened to one of the two flanges and a system
for adjusting the position of the other flange relative to
the first flange and to the rigid cage.
[0015] That adjustment system consists of a mechan-
ical actuator unit and tie rods that extend between the
rigid cage and the second movable flange.
[0016] By varying the lengths of the tie rods and the
actuators, it is thus possible to adapt the position of the
movable flange compared to the other flange as a func-
tion of the relative positioning of the two pieces of equip-
ment.
[0017] According to another embodiment of the posi-
tioning means disclosed in document FR1453564, com-
prises tie rods directly connected to the flanges, to adjust
the relative position of the flanges.
[0018] Such positioning means comprising the con-
nection device is again relatively complex and is thus
expensive to implement. Also, said device is heavy and
difficult to adjust for an operator mounting the connection
device.
[0019] Also, using a flexible sleeve increases the cost
of the connecting device.
[0020] The invention aims to provide a device for con-
necting together two pieces of gas-insulated equipment,
the device having a structure that is relatively simple both
in its implementation and in its design, so as to reduce
the total cost.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0021] The invention concerns a connection device for
connecting together two pieces of gas-insulated equip-
ment,
the connection device comprising
a first flange and a second flange,
a first tubular sleeve extending from the first flange to-
wards the second flange,
a second tubular sleeve extending from the second
flange towards the first flange,
wherein a free end of the first tubular sleeve is connected
in a leak-tight manner with a free end of the second tu-
bular sleeve,
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characterized in that the connection device further com-
prises an annular bushing which connects in leak-tight
manner the free ends, of the two tubular sleeves and in
that
said bushing is slidably linked with the free end of the
first tubular sleeve and is articulated with the free end of
the second tubular sleeve by a ball joint connection.
[0022] Connecting the free ends of the two tubular
sleeves with such an annular bushing permits an auto-
matic correction of the relative positioning of the flanges.
Hence, there is no need for an operator to adjust the
positions of the various parts of the device while mounting
it on the installation.
[0023] Preferably, a first face of the bushing is cylin-
drical and cooperates with a complementary cylindrical
face of the free end of said first tubular sleeve,
[0024] Preferably, a second face of the bushing has a
spherical shape and cooperates with a complementary
spherically shaped face of the free end of said second
tubular sleeve,
[0025] Preferably, the first face of the bushing is a ra-
dially outer annular face of the bushing and the second
face of the bushing is a radially inner annular face of the
bushing,
[0026] Preferably, the free end of the first tubular
sleeve comprises a radially inner annular face which is
cylindrical, the main axis of which is a main axis A of the
first tubular sleeve and which cooperates and contacts
with the first face of the bushing,
[0027] Preferably, the second face of the bushing is of
a concave shape and the free end of the second tubular
sleeve comprises a radially outer annular face which is
convex, bulging outwards and of a spherical shape,
which cooperates and contacts with the second face of
the bushing,
[0028] Preferably, it comprises a plurality of annular
gaskets arranged between the bushing and each free
end, of the tubular sleeves,
[0029] Preferably, the connection device further com-
prises a plurality of tie rods, each tie rod being of length
that may be modified in order to adjust the length of the
tie rods according to the respective position of the flanges
relative to each other and each tie rod cooperates with
each flange by means of a spherical washer.
[0030] The invention also concerns an electrical instal-
lation for transporting high voltage electricity comprising
a first piece of equipment comprising a casing and an
opening arranged on said casing, and a second piece of
equipment comprising a casing and an opening arranged
on said casing, wherein the two pieces of equipment are
connected to one another, characterized in that it com-
prises a connection device according to any of preceding
claims wherein the first flange is connected to the opening
of the first piece of equipment and the second flange is
connected to the opening of the second piece of equip-
ment.
[0031] The invention also concerns an electrical instal-
lation for transporting high voltage electricity comprising

a first piece of equipment comprising a casing and an
opening arranged on said casing, and a second piece of
equipment comprising a casing and an opening arranged
on said casing, wherein the two pieces of equipment are
connected to one another, characterized in that it com-
prises two connection devices according to any of claims
to wherein the first flange of each connection device is
connected to the opening of each one of the first piece
of equipment and the second piece of equipment, and
the second flanges of the two connection devices are
connected one to another.
[0032] Preferably, the second flanges of the two con-
nection devices are connected to an intermediary flange,
[0033] Preferably, the two second flanges and the in-
termediary flange are parts of a single piece.
[0034] The invention also concerns an electrical instal-
lation for transporting high voltage electricity comprising
a first piece of equipment comprising a casing and an
opening arranged on said casing, and a second piece of
equipment comprising a casing and an opening arranged
on said casing, wherein the two pieces of equipment are
connected to one another, characterized in that it com-
prises two connection devices according to any of claims
to wherein the second flange of each connection device
is connected to the opening of each one of the first piece
of equipment and the second piece of equipment, and
the first flanges of the two connection devices are con-
nected one to another.
[0035] Preferably, the first flanges of the two connec-
tion devices are connected to an intermediary flange,
[0036] Preferably, the two first flanges and the inter-
mediary flange are parts of a single piece.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

[0037] Other characteristics and advantages of the in-
vention appear on reading the following detailed descrip-
tion, for understanding of which reference is made to the
accompanying drawing, in which:

Figure 1 is a diagram in section along an axial plane
of a connection device of the invention implementing
a simple angular correction;
Figure 2 is a more detailed view of the connection
between the free ends of the tubular sleeves as rep-
resented in fig. 1;
Figs. 3 and 4 are views similar to the one of figure
1, showing different uses of two connection devices
of the invention implementing combined angular cor-
rections.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PARTICULAR EMBOD-
IMENTS

[0038] Figure 1 shows a connection device 10 for con-
necting two pieces of gas-insulated equipment (not
shown). Each piece of equipment includes a casing filled
with dielectric gas and electrical components that are at
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electric potentials that are different from the electric po-
tential of the casing.
[0039] The casing of each piece of equipment includes
an opening that is intended for connection to the other
piece of equipment, and that has an electrical connection
component passing there through.
[0040] The aim of the connection device 10 is to con-
nect together the openings made in the two casings in
leak-tight manner.
[0041] To this end, the connection device 10 comprises
two flanges 12, 14 and each flange 12, 14 is designed
for being fastened to an opening of a casing. Sealing
means are arranged between each flange 12, 14 and the
associated opening of the casing.
[0042] A first flange 12 comprises a first tubular sleeve
16 extending along the main axis A of the first flange 12
towards the second flange 14. Then, the first sleeve 16
extends perpendicularly to the main plane of the first
flange 12.
[0043] The second flange 14 comprises a second tu-
bular sleeve 18 extending along the main axis B of the
second flange 14 towards the first flange 12. Then, the
second sleeve 18 extends perpendicularly to the main
plane of the second flange 14.
[0044] The first tubular sleeve 16 comprises a free end
16a which is connected with a free end 18a of the second
tubular sleeve 18 in a leak-tight manner.
[0045] The means for connecting together the free
ends 16a, 18a of the tubular sleeves 16, 18 are designed
to compensate a defect in the relative positioning of the
opening in one casing relative to the opening of the other
casing which may consist in an offset that may be hori-
zontal or vertical, and also in an opening being inclined
or turned relative to the other.
[0046] The connection device 10 represented on figs
1 and 2 is designed in order to permit a relative displace-
ment of the free ends 16a, 18a of the tubular sleeves 16,
18 along the main axis of one sleeve, here along the main
axis A of the first sleeve.
[0047] The connection device 10 is designed to
achieve a simple angular correction, which is to permit a
rotation of one sleeve 16, 18 relative to the other around
a single point located on the main axis B of the second
sleeve 18. This point is preferably located at the free end
18a of the second sleeve 18.
[0048] This rotation allows compensating the relative
inclination of turn of one casing relative to the other.
[0049] The connecting device 10 further comprises an
annular bushing 20 which is arranged between the free
ends 16a, 18a of the tubular sleeves 16, 18. This bushing
connects the free ends 16a, 18a in a leak-tight manner
and is movable with respect to each free end 16a, 18a
of the tubular sleeves 16, 18.
[0050] According to the represented embodiment, the
bushing 20 is slidably linked with the free end 16a of the
first tubular sleeve 16 and is articulated with the free end
18a of the second tubular sleeve 18 by a ball joint con-
nection.

[0051] The bushing 20 comprises a radially outer an-
nular face 22 which cooperates with an inner annular
face 24 of the free end 16a of the first sleeve 16 and a
radially inner annular face 26 which cooperates with an
outer annular face 28 of the free end 18a of the second
sleeve 18.
[0052] The annular faces 22, 24 of the bushing 20 and
the free end 16a of the first sleeve 16 are complementary
one to the other.
[0053] The annular faces 26, 28 of the bushing 20 and
the free end 18a of the second sleeve 18 are comple-
mentary one to the other.
[0054] To implement the slidably link between the free
end 16a of the first sleeve 16 and the bushing, the annular
faces 22, 24 of the bushing 20 and the free end 16a of
the first sleeve 16 are cylindrical and they are coaxial to
the main axis A of the first sleeve 16.
[0055] Then, the bushing 20 is free to translate inside
of the free end 16a of the first sleeve 16.
[0056] The ball joint connection between the free end
18a of the second sleeve 18 and the bushing is imple-
mented by the spherical shape of the annular faces 26,
28 of the bushing 20 and the free end 18a of the second
sleeve 18.
[0057] Theses faces have the shape of a portion of a
sphere which center is located on the axis B of the second
sleeve 18.
[0058] Then, the bushing 20 is free to rotate with re-
spect to the free end 18a of the second sleeve 18 around
this center of the sphere.
[0059] The combination of the two linking means per-
mits a translation of the free end 18a of the second sleeve
18 with respect to the free end 16a of the first sleeve 16
along the main axis 1 of the first sleeve 16 and a rotation
of the free end 18a of the second sleeve 18 with respect
to the free end 16a of the first sleeve 16 around a rota-
tional center, which is the center of the sphere making
up the annular faces 26, 28 of the bushing 20 and the
free end 18a of the second sleeve 18, and which is lo-
cated on the main axis B of the second sleeve 18.
[0060] Accordingly, it is possible to adjust the axial dis-
tance, along the main axis 1 of the first sleeve 16, be-
tween the first flange 12 and the second flange 14, thanks
to the translation link. It is also possible to adjust the
inclination or the rotation of the first flange 12 with respect
to the second flange 14 thanks to the ball joint connection.
[0061] As can be seen on fig. 2, the inner annular face
26 of the bushing 20 has a spherical shape and is con-
cave opened inward. To permit the insertion of the free
end 18a of the second sleeve 18, which is convex and
bulging outward, the bushing 20 comprises an annular
mounting part 30, which is fixed, here by screws 32 on
an axial end 20a of the bushing 20.
[0062] The mounting part 30 is annular, coaxial with
the bushing 20 and comprises an inner annular face 34
which constitutes a portion of the inner annular face 26
of the bushing 20.
[0063] When the mounting part 30 is removed from the
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bushing 20, the inner annular face 26 of the bushing 20
is opened axially towards the second sleeve 18. It is then
possible to introduce the free end 18a of the second
sleeve 18 inside the bushing 20.
[0064] Next, the mounting part 30 is fixed to the bush-
ing 20, completing the inner annular face 26 of the bush-
ing 20 and preventing the free end 18a of the second
sleeve 18 from going out of the bushing 20.
[0065] The surface preparation of the inner annular
face 24 of the free end 16a of the first sleeve 16, of the
outer annular face 22 and the inner annular face 26 of
the bushing 20, and of the outer annular face of the free
end 18a of the second sleeve 18 is very smooth to allow
a relative movement of the various parts 16, 18, 20 one
relative to the other.
[0066] As mentioned before, the link between the
bushing 20 and each end 16a, 18a of the sleeves 16, 18
is leak-tight, preventing any gas leak at the connection
device 10.
[0067] The connection device 10 comprises sealing
means arranged between the bushing 20 and each end
16a, 18a of the sleeves 16, 18. Here, the sealing means
consist in several O-rings 36 which are disposed between
the outer annular face 22 of the bushing 20 and the inner
annular face 24 of the free end 16a of the first sleeve 16
or between the inner annular face 26 of the bushing 20
and the outer annular face of the free end 18a of the
second sleeve 18.
[0068] Moreover, according to the represented em-
bodiment, each of the outer annular face 22 of the bush-
ing 20 and of the outer annular face of the free end 18a
of the second sleeve 18 comprises two recesses 38 in
which an 0-ring 36 is arranged.
[0069] As explained above, the flanges 12, 14 of the
connection device 10 are freely movable one relative to
the other.
[0070] In order to add a rigidity to the assembly of the
two pieces of equipment, the connection device 10 also
comprises a plurality of tie rods (not shown) directly con-
necting the flanges 12, 14.
[0071] Each tie rod is designed so that its length can
be modified in order to adjust the their length to the po-
sition of the flanges relative to each other and to rigidify
the connection device once the flanges 12, 14 are at the
chosen relative position.
[0072] Each tie rod cooperates with each of the flanges
12, 14 by means of a spherical washer. This kind of wash-
er compensates the respective inclination of the rod with
respect to the flange 12, 14.
[0073] The use of a connection device 10 as previously
disclosed permits an adjustment of the distance between
the two flanges 12, 14 in the axial direction, along the
main axis A of the first sleeve 16.
[0074] However, in the electrical installation, in which
the connection device is to be implemented, the casings
of two pieces of equipment can be offset radially with
respect to the main axis A of the first sleeve.
[0075] In order to allow the connection of the two cas-

ings despite this radial offset, and as represented on figs.
3 and 4, the casings of the installation are connected by
two connection devices 10 arranged one after the other.
[0076] This arrangement combines two angular cor-
rections to compensate for each case of misalignment
of the two casings.
[0077] A first one of the two connection devices 10 is
connected to the casing of a first piece of equipment by
one flange, the second connection device 10 is connect-
ed to the casing of the second piece of equipment by on
flange and the two connection devices 10 are connected
one to the other by the two other flanges.
[0078] As represented on figs. 3 and 4, each one of
the two connection devices 10 is connected to the casing
of a piece of equipment by the second flange 14, which
is articulated with the bushing 20, and the two connection
devices 10 are connected one to the other by their first
flange 12, which is slidably linked to the bushing 20.
[0079] As represented on fig. 3, the two first flanges
12 are designed to be directly fixed one to the other, for
example by means of bolts.
[0080] According to another way for fixing the two
flanges one to the other, an intermediary flange 40 is
arranged between the two first flanges 12. Also, the two
first flanges 12 are fixed to this intermediary flange 40.
[0081] This intermediary flange 40 can be tubular, the
length of which being determined so as to obtain the total
distance C as represented on fig 3.
[0082] According to a preferred embodiment, the two
first flanges 12 and the intermediary flange 40 are tree
parts of a single piece, as can be seen in fig. 4.
[0083] According to a variant embodiment (not shown),
each one of the two connection devices 10 is connected
to the casing of a piece of equipment by the first flange
12, which is slidably linked to the bushing 20, and the
two connection devices 10 are connected one to the other
by their second flange 14, which is articulated with the
bushing 20.
[0084] Here again, the second flanges 14 of the two
connection devices 10 can be connected together direct-
ly, by means of an intermediary flange 40 or by being
part of a single piece with the intermediary flange 40.
[0085] As can be seen on figs. 3 and 4, the use of two
connection devices 10 arranged in line allows a relative
inclination of the two pieces of equipment.
[0086] This relative inclination is the angle D between
the main axes B1, B2 of the flanges that are fixed on the
openings of the casings, here the second flanges 14 of
the connection devices 10.
[0087] Also, as can be seen on fig 3, using two con-
nection devices 10 arranged in line allows a radial offset
"E" of the two flanges 14, thanks to the combination of
the two articulations and the two sliding links.

Claims

1. A connection device (10) for connecting together two
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pieces of gas-insulated equipment,
the connection device comprising a first flange (12)
and a second flange (14),
a first tubular sleeve (16) extending from the first
flange (12) towards the second flange (14),
a second tubular sleeve (18) extending from the sec-
ond flange (14) towards the first flange (12),
wherein a free end (16a) of the first tubular sleeve
(16) is connected in a leak-tight manner with a free
end (18a) of the second tubular sleeve (18),
characterized in that the connection device (10)
further comprises an annular bushing (20) which
connects in leak-tight manner the free ends (16a,
18a) of the two tubular sleeves (16, 18) and in that
said bushing (20) is slidably linked with the free end
(16a) of the first tubular sleeve (16) and is articulated
with the free end (18a) of the second tubular sleeve
(18) by a ball joint connection.

2. The connection device (10) according to claim 1,
characterized in that a first face (22) of the bushing
(20) is cylindrical and cooperates with a complemen-
tary cylindrical face (24) of the free (16a) end of said
first tubular sleeve (16).

3. The connection device (10) according to claim 1 or
2, characterized in that a second face (26) of the
bushing (20) has a spherical shape and cooperates
with a complementary spherically shaped face (28)
of the free end (18a) of said second tubular sleeve
(18).

4. The connection device (10) according to claim 2 and
3, characterized in that the first face (22) of the
bushing (20) is a radially outer annular face of the
bushing (20) and the second face (26) of the bushing
(20) is a radially inner annular face of the bushing
(20).

5. The connection device (10) according to claim 4,
characterized in that the free end (16a) of the first
tubular sleeve (16) comprises a radially inner annular
face (24) which is cylindrical, the main axis of which
is a main axis (A) of the first tubular sleeve (16) and
which cooperates and contacts with the first face (22)
of the bushing (20).

6. The connection device (10) according to claim 4 or
5, characterized in that the second face (26) of the
bushing (20) is of a concave shape and the free end
(18a) of the second tubular sleeve (18) comprises a
radially outer annular face (28) which is convex, bulg-
ing outwards and of a spherical shape, which coop-
erates and contacts with the second face (26) of the
bushing (20).

7. The connection device (10) according to any of pre-
ceding claims, characterized in that it comprises a

plurality of annular gaskets (38) arranged between
the bushing (20) and each free end (16a, 18a) of the
tubular sleeves 16, 18).

8. The connection device (10) according to any of pre-
ceding claims, characterized in that it further com-
prises a plurality of tie rods, each tie rod being of a
length that may be modified in order to adjust the
length of the tie rods according to the respective po-
sition of the flanges (12, 14) relative to each other
and each tie rod configured to cooperate with each
flange by means of a spherical washer.

9. An electrical installation for transporting high voltage
electricity comprising a first piece of equipment com-
prising a casing and an opening arranged on said
casing, and a second piece of equipment comprising
a casing and an opening arranged on said casing,
wherein the two pieces of equipment are connected
to one another,
characterized in that it comprises a connection de-
vice (10) according to any of preceding claims
wherein the first flange (12) is connected to the open-
ing of the first piece of equipment and the second
flange (14) is connected to the opening of the second
piece of equipment.

10. An electrical installation for transporting high voltage
electricity comprising a first piece of equipment com-
prising a casing and an opening arranged on said
casing, and a second piece of equipment comprising
a casing and an opening arranged on said casing,
wherein the two pieces of equipment are connected
to one another,
characterized in that it comprises two connection
devices (10) according to any of claims 1 to 8, where-
in the first flange (12) of each connection - device
(10) is connected to the opening of each one of the
first piece of equipment and the second piece of
equipment,
and the second flanges (14) of the two connection
devices (10) are connected one to another.

11. An electrical installation according to claim 10, char-
acterized in that the second flanges (14) of the two
connection devices (10) are connected to an inter-
mediary flange (40).

12. An electrical installation according to claim 11, char-
acterized in that the two second flanges (14) and
the intermediary flange (40) are parts of a single
piece.

13. An electrical installation for transporting high voltage
electricity comprising a first piece of equipment com-
prising a’ casing and an opening arranged on said
casing, and a second piece of equipment comprising
a casing and an opening arranged on said casing,
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wherein the two pieces of equipment are connected
to one another,
characterized in that it comprises two connection
devices (10) according to any of claims 1 to 8, where-
in the second flange (14) of each connection device
(10) is connected to the opening of each one of the
first piece of equipment and the second piece of
equipment,
and the first flanges (12) of the two connection de-
vices (10) are connected one to another.

14. An electrical installation according to claim 13, char-
acterized in that the first flanges (12) of the two
connection devices (10) are connected to an inter-
mediary flange (40).

15. An electrical installation according to claim 14, char-
acterized in that the two first flanges (12) and the
intermediary flange (40) are parts of a single piece.
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